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Identification of Distorted Images along with Text Recognition using SIFT algorithm
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ABSTRACT: Reading text from photographs is a challenging problem that has received a significant amount of attention.
Two key components of most systems are- (i) the text detection from images; and (ii) the character recognition. Many recent
methods have been proposed to design better feature representations and models for both. Scene recognition provides visual
information from the level of objects and the relationship between them. The main objective of scene recognition is to reduce
the semantic gap between human beings and computers on scene understanding. For example, recognize the context of an
input image and categorize it into scenes (forest, seashore, building etc). Some of the applications of scene recognition are
object recognition, object detection, video text detection etc. Different methods are used for scene recognition and
understanding. All of them have positive and negative aspects. In this issue one of the main difficulties is how to increase the
accuracy. The negative aspects which affect the improvement in accuracy are the intrinsic relationship across different scales
of the input images which are not analyzed with respect to the impact of redundant features. This paper develops a framework
to overcome these limitations and provide better understanding of input image. The suggested framework includes
reconstruction of blurred image and text recognition, if any, along with scene recognition to get a clear idea about the input
image. Image reconstruction is done by using PCA. To detect and describe local features of an image, SIFT algorithm is used.
Semi-supervised learning framework by combining SFSMR and Multitask Model is followed. Classification is done by SVM
classifier. Text recognition is achieved with the help of OCR methodology.
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1. Introduction

Image processing is the process of analysis and manipulation of a digitized image in order to improve its quality. Two principles
of Image processing are the improvement of pictorial information and processing of the scene data. Enabling computers to see
the way in which we see things around us is a challenging task. Generally, a learning-based approach is used to perform these
types of activities. A training set which would contain representative images from all categories that we need to classify will be
created initially. Now these images are labeled manually to the class they belong as that of human vision. If a random image is
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given as an input, the machine would try to classify the image on basis of features already identified. It is necessary to figure out
the most important features that are having a very strong co-relation with the class of the image. This makes learning easier,
faster and an error free job. Thus, feature identification is the most important task. Once, the features are identified, a classifier
can be used to classify the scene.

The term ‘recognition’ is used to refer to many different visual capabilities including identification, categorization and
discrimination. Identification means equality on a physical level. Categorization means assigning an object to some category as
humans do and Discrimination means assigning an object to one class. Recognizing the semantic category of complex scenes
having content variations is a challenging task. A new framework is introduced to overcome the limitations in order to increase
the accuracy. This framework includes three modules. First module is the image reconstruction by using PCA. Second module
is identifying the semantic category of input image which includes downsampling, SIFT feature extraction, semi supervised
learning framework by combining SFSMR and Multitask Model and SVM with models of class distribution which is used for
classification purpose. Third module is the text recognition to get more information about the input image.

The main advantages of suggested method compared to existing methods are the following. First, usage of multi-resolution
images generated from the same scene because these different scale images include same global spatial structures and different
local features. So the different tasks can be analyzed in a joint framework. This helps to improve the performance in scene
recognition. Second, the use of SIFT features to detect and describe local features in an image. Third, optimal features can be
chosen along with preserving the underlying manifold structure of each feature data.

2. Literature Survey

Many scene recognition techniques try to build an intermediate semantic representation to reduce semantic gap. These methods
focus on extracting low level features from single resolution image. It may fail to represent the entire scene completely. Some
redundant features may reduce the accuracy of scene recognition. So a survey is required to check whether the features are
useful to recognize semantic category of an input image.

Chang Cheng [2] introduced a novel outdoor scene image segmentation algorithm based on the background recognition and
perceptual organization is introduced. A perceptual organization model (POM) is introduced for structurally challenging objects.
This model can capture the non-accidental structural relationships in the constituent parts of the objects. In POM, obtaining the
geometric properties of object parts is a necessary task. The object parts may have homogenous surfaces; so the uniform
regions in an image correspond to object parts. Another problem source is strong reflection. There exist some object classes
with very complex structures and some parts of the objects may not strongly attach to other parts of the object. In this case,
POM may not be able to piece the entire object together.

Yongzhen Huang [4] brought the idea of using genetic programming (GP) to generate composite operators and composite
features from combinations of primitive operations and primitive features in object detection. The main reason for using GP is to
overcome the human expert’s limitations occurred in the feature synthesis. These limitations are the result of focusing only on
conventional combinations of primitive image processing operations. In order to improve the efficiency of GP and a new fitness
function is designed. It is based on minimum description length principle. This helps to incorporate both the pixel labeling error
and the size of a composite operator into the designed fitness evaluation process.

Anna Bosch [5] introduced a hybrid discriminative approach. In this approach, a set of labeled images of scenes is provided.
The aim of this approach is to classify a new image into one of the categories (e.g., coast, forest, building, etc.). First discover
the latent topics using probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA). For each image a generative model from the statistical text
literature is applied to a bag of visual words representation and training a multi-way classifier on the topic distribution vector for
each image. A novel vocabulary using dense color SIFT descriptors is introduced. The classification performance will be
achieved with a discriminative classifier. But here, the images with a semantic transition between categories are not well
clustered because no sufficient ambiguous images are there.

Li Fei-Fei [6] examined a Bayesian hierarchical model. In this model, an input image is represented as a collection of local patches.
Each patch of the input image is represented using a code-word. Code-word is taken from a large vocabulary of code-words
called codebook.
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Image patches are detected using a sliding grid and random sampling of scales. The goal is to get a model that represents the
distribution of these code-words in each category of scenes more accurately. In recognition phase, first identify all the code-
words corresponding to unknown input image. Then determine the best category model that represents the distribution of the
code-words of the particular image.

Jian Yao [7] provided an approach to holistic scene understanding that reasons jointly about regions, location, class and spatial
extent of objects, presence of a class in the image, as well as the scene type. The aim of holistic scene understanding is
recovering multiple related aspects of a scene to provide a deeper understanding of the scene as a whole. But some of the main
sources of error are bad unary potentials and false negative detections.

Xiaodong Yu [8] introduced an active vision framework called active scene recognition is introduced for utilizing high level
knowledge for scene recognition. The proposed approach consists of two modules. First one is a reasoning module, which is
used to obtain higher level knowledge about scene and object relations, proposes instructions to the second module and draws
conclusions about the scene contents. The second one is sensory module, which includes a set of visual operators. It is
responsible for extracting features from images, detecting and localizing objects and actions. The sensory module does not
passively process the image and it is guided by the reasoning module. The approach is based on an iterative process.

Karamiet al [9] have performed using Using SIFT Algorithm the Different Image Deformations. Based on literature survey, it has
been found that many scene recognition techniques try to build an intermediate semantic representation to reduce the semantic
gap. Most scene recognition methods focus on extracting low-level features from single resolution image. It cannot well
represent the entire scene completely. Some redundant features may reduce the accuracy of scene recognition. One of the
critical problems is that, whether the features are useful to recognize the semantic category of an input image. Identifying the
semantic meaning of input image after reconstructing the same in case of any distortion, helps to widen the scope of proposed
system. Text analysis along with the semantic meaning of input image can provides better understanding about the scene.

3. Proposed System

The proposed project, the identifying semantic category of distorted image along with text recognition provides better
understanding of scene category. Scene category of a distorted image can be categorized along with text recognition, if any. This
method provides better understanding of the input scene with high accuracy. Enabling computers is important to see the way
in which we see things around us. Generally, a learning-based approach is used to solve these types of problems. A training set
which would contain representative images from all categories that we need to classify will be created initially. Now these images
are labeled manually to the class they belong as that of human vision. If a random image is given as an input, the machine would
try to classify the image on basis of features already identified. It is necessary to figure out the most important features that are
having a very strong co-relation with the class of the image. This makes learning easier, faster and an error free job. Thus, feature
identification is a most important task. Once, the features are identified a classifier can be used to classify the scene.

Figure 1. The Framework of Identifying semantic category of distorted image along with text recognition
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Identifying semantic meaning is the challenging due to lack of accuracy. First, there exists the distorted images. Second,
redundant features may exist. Third, intrinsic relationship across different scales of input image is not analyzed. So techniques
for image reconstruction, detect and describe local features in an image, and identifying text, if any, present in the scene are
combined to overcome the negative aspects which reduces the accuracy. The proposed project consists of the following
modules; Image reconstruction, Identify semantic category of input image and Text recognition.

3.1 Image Reconstruction
The main purpose of principal component analysis (PCA) is the analysis of data to identify patterns that represent the data well.
The basic PCA approach is a linear projection technique that works well if the data is linearly separable. In the case of linearly
inseparable data kernel, PCA is used. PCA includes the following tasks.

- Get the input image value in matrix format.

- Subtract the mean of dimension values from each of the data dimensions.

- Calculate the covariance Matrix.

- Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.

- Form the feature vector by choosing the components.

- Use the kernel function to map the original d-dimensional features into a larger, k dimensional; and

- Derive the new data set.

Figure 2. Image Reconstruction Workflow

3.2 Identify Semantic Category of Input Image
In order to identify the semantic category of input image, it is necessary to find the local features. To detect and describe local
features in image, the SIFT algorithm is used. SVM Classifier is used for classification purpose.

SIFT includes the following sub sections; First, construct scale space, which includes two sub tasks. Take input image and
generate blurred out image. Apply Gaussian blur on input image. Second, key point localization, and it also includes two sub
tasks. Identify local maxima or minima of DoG images. Compare each pixel in DoG image with its own neighbors and corresponding
pixels in the neighboring scale. Third one is discarding low contrast key points. Discard low contrast key points that are
sensitive to noise using second order Taylor expansion. Eliminate key points with poorly determined locations and high edge
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response using Hessian matrix. Fourth one is Orientation assignment. Calculate gradient magnitude and orientation of image
samples. For every pixel, find gradient magnitude and orientation and finally get orientation histograms.

In SVM Classifier, Given a set of labeled training data, then it outputs an optimal hyper-plane which categorizes new examples/
inputs. Following steps are used; initially, obtain the Support Vectors (SVs) closest between each class. Then create decision
hyper-plane. The Support vectors closest to each class are then identified. Classification is based on the distance of the vectors
from hyper-plane. Semi supervised learning framework is performed by combining SFSMR and Multitask Model. For this
process, first we need to find predicted label. Repeat it for all scales. Compute loss function that measure consistence between
true and predicted labels. Use L2,1 regularization to avoid over fitting of features.

Figure 3. Detect and describe local features by using SIFT

Figure 4. Classification using SVM

3.3 Text Recognition
This section includes the following task to recognize the text present in an input image. Initially the texts regions are extracted
to do the skew correction. Next step is to perform the Binarization of regions. Then characters are passed into the recognition
module and finally recognize the module. In extract text regions step, partition the input image into m number of blocks. Identify
the information block IB and background block BB based on the intensity variation within it. Then remove BB and non-text
components based on heuristically chosen rules. Now perform the skew correction for which calculate the skew angle. Consider
the bottom profile of the gray shade of a text region to height in terms of pixel from the bottom edge of the rectangle. Rotate the
text region with estimated skew angle. Then perform the binarization of regions. For this process we need to  consider 8
neighbor pixels of each pixel in the text region. Find arithmetic mean of minimum and maximum intensities of text regions which
is taken it as a threshold for binarization. After binarization, perform segmentation into lines and characters. Analyze horizontal
histogram for segmenting regions into text lines. Use vertical histogram of each text line to identify word. The final module is the
recognition module. An appropriate table is created in the data base to compare the obtained values. Correlation between a
template and a test pattern is calculated.
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Figure 5. Text Recognition

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a framework for identifying semantic category of a distorted image along with text recognition is proposed. Initially
the distorted image is reconstructed using PCA method and identify and extract key features using SIFT method. Semi-supervised
learning framework by combining SFSMR and Multitask Model is performed. The Text recognition is done by using the OCR
method. Thus, better understanding of scene category is achieved.
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